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I

T is a familiar saying that when production goes down, in dull seasons
and periods of business depression,
costs go up, and very few business men
will question such a statement. But do
costs go up?
If the same company should own two
plants in different cities nobody connected with the management would seriously contend that it cost more to manufacture in Mill A because Mill B was
shut down. The fixed charges of insurance, taxes, depreciation, etc., on the
idle property would not increase the
cost of paper made in the mill that was
operating in the other city. Following
the same reasoning, it becomes clear
that it does not cost more to make
paper on one of two machines in a mill
because the other is idle. The fact is,
rather, that the company has plant capacity which it is not utilizing, and the
cost of paper made is not increased
by the fixed charges thereon, any more
than by the idle plant in another town.
The question naturally arises, how
can this loss due to slack production be
accurately measured and by what means
can a normal overhead or burden be
[1]
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charged to the product actually made?
I t is the purpose of this article to point
out briefly the elements of burden, to
show how these items may be analyzed
and then allocated so that each department or machine bears its proportionate
share of the total, and to show how the
policy of the management may be affected by using a normal rate and accurately measuring the loss due to unused
capacity.
Of the items making up a mill burden,
a number are naturally connected with
the use of property and plant. Consider first those that vary but slightly
whether the mill is running full or slack,
and are usually termed fixed charges,
such as interest on the investment, taxes,
insurance, and depreciation of buildings
and equipment.
Fixed Charges
Fixed charges for convenience in distribution may be divided into two main
groups, namely those on the land and
buildings, and those on the equipment
and machines.
Interest on the investment may be
definitely distributed between these two
groups.
Each building or machine
should carry its proportionate share.
Interest should be calculated on the
value of land, buildings, or equipment,
and distributed accordingly.
Taxes and insurance are easily determined and, when reduced to a percentage of the value of the plant, may be
readily distributed to definite departments or machines within the mill.
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Depreciation is generally computed by
setting a rate for each building, machine,
or class of equipment, and is then distributed to the various units.
Fixed charges thus determined and
grouped may be considered in the nature
of " r e n t " paid for the plant or equipment.
Land and Buildings Factor
In addition to the fixed charges on
land and buildings, there will be charges
for heating and lighting and possibly
water supply. There will also probably
be charges for watchmen or janitors,
which it may be found convenient to include in this group. The sum of all
these charges divided by the square foot
area of the mill building, will give a
"square foot factor" that can be used in
distributing the cost of floor space to the
various departments or productive units
in the mill. This rate per square foot
covers all the charges that would ordinarily be incurred by a landlord renting
the building to a tenant, and when once
scientifically determined, will give a correct and easily handled method for the
allocation of all charges in this class.
Equipment Factor
In order to distribute the fixed charges
on equipment to the departments or
manufacturing units, the equipment
should be divided into classes or groups,
such for example, as paper making machinery ; power equipment; shafting, pulleys, and belting; piping; benches, tables,
and racks; office furniture and fixtures,
[3]
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etc. Interest, taxes, insurance, and depreciation will be calculated on the value
of each class of equipment, and distributed to the various departments or
machines.
Analysis by Departments
The next step in the analysis of the
burden is the division of the mill into
manufacturing units or departments. A
paper mill may be considered as a combination of several shops. As an example, there is the thrashing, sorting,
inspecting, cutting and dusting of rags,
the cooking in the bleach boilers, the
washing and bleaching, the beater room,
the paper making machine, and the
numerous finishing operations. These
manufacturing units or departments are
distinct from each other. They occupy
different floor space, they have separate
machines and equipment, use different
labor and supplies, and may be under
different supervision. The charges to
these departments will, therefore, vary
greatly, and the product in passing
through them will absorb burden in different departments in widely different
degrees. Each department should be
charged with the floor area devoted to
its use, and the fixed charges on equipment should be distributed in proportion to the value of the machines and
fixtures in the departments.
Power Plant and Repair Shop
Comparatively little attention is usually paid to the power plant, although
the cost of its operation forms a very
[4]
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considerable part of the burden in all
paper mills. It should be considered as
an individual unit, and the cost of generating steam and power carefully determined. Records of the coal burned
and water evaporated should be kept
and, where possible, a continuous record
maintained of the efficiency of the
boilers.
As most of the manufacturing departments use steam or power in some form,
the determination of the cost of operating this department is a necessary step
in the analysis and distribution of the
burden to the departments. The cost
of operation of the power plant will include, besides fixed charges, such items
as water, coal, supplies and the labor of
the firemen and engineers. Each department using steam or power should
be charged with its correct proportion
of this cost. If it is not feasible to meter
the power used by each department, the
consumption may be estimated by taking the average horse power and running time. Multiplying the horse power
hours thus obtained by the cost per
horse power hour, the power charge
against each manufacturing unit is determined. The cost of steam used directly in the various processes may be
determined in a similar manner by either
measuring or estimating the annual consumption in pounds and multiplying by
the cost per pound.
The repair shop should also be treated
as an individual unit and the cost of
each repair job charged to the department for which the work has been done,
[5]
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in the same manner as it would be
charged if done by an outside company.
The cost of repairs should include not
only the wages of repair men, but a suitable proportion of the cost of operating
this department. In case there are extraordinary repairs in any one period, it
may be advisable to spread these over several months and absorb this cost gradually, instead of charging it all against a
department at one time.
Where records have been kept in this
manner, the cost of repairs may be
closely estimated and distributed as
part of the burden of the manufacturing
departments.
Supplies and Indirect Labor
The cost of supplies used by the several departments may also be distributed
with great accuracy.
The cost of superintendence, foremen, truckers, and other indirect labor
is a slightly harder problem, but when
carefully analyzed by those familiar
with the conditions, may be closely apportioned between the manufacturing
units or departments according to the
service rendered. This may sometimes
be done by distributing the total charge
for these items according to the number
of men in each department.
Departmental and Machine Rates
When all the charges entering into
overhead or burden have been analyzed
and scientifically distributed as just outlined, a definite total annual burden for
each department can be determined.
[6]
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This total divided by the normal running time under reasonable conditions
will give a fair burden rate per hour for
the department, or for each machine in
the department, which can be applied
to the cost of product manufactured just
as definitely as the rate per hour paid
for labor. The lots of paper run off a
paper machine will absorb not only the
labor and material costs, but also the
burden cost (for the number of hours required to run each lot) at the machine
rate determined as above.
If the burden of each department or
machine should be divided by the annual working hours of that department,
or machine running full time, a rate
would be obtained which would absorb
the total burden for the year, provided
there was no time lost for any cause whatever. Many hours during the year, however, are lost from breakdowns and repairs, operatives remaining away from
work, holidays, low water, and similar
causes which are strictly part of the
operating conditions and should be included in the cost of the product manufactured. In estimating the normal running hours per year, it is accordingly
necessary to make a reasonable allowance for lost time due to causes such as
those just outlined.
The manner in which a machine rate
is developed for a 100" Fourdrinier Machine is shown on the next two pages:—

[7]

A Machine Rate for a 100" Fourdrinier Machine is developed as follows:
ANNUAL
CHARGE

A
B

Land and Buildings Factor (Rental) 00,000 sq. ft. @ $.00
Equipment Factor
Value
1 100" Fourdrinier Machine
$00,000
2 Jordan Engines
0,000
2 Power Pumps
000
1 Blower
000
3 1,500 Lb. Beaters*
0,000
2 Stuff Chests
0,000
2 Stuff Pumps
000
Piping
0,000
Paper Machine Engines
$0,000
Shafting, Pulleys and Belting
0,000
Tools, Trucks and Miscellaneous
Interest on (d)
Taxes on (d)
Insurance on (d)
Depreciation on (a)
""
(b)
(c)

C
D

E
F
G

H
I

$0,000

$00,000 (b)
0,000 (c)
$00,000 (d)
0,000
000
000
0,000
0,000
000

three different
rates

Total Fixed Charges
Steam and Power
00,000,000 Lbs. steam @ $.00 per 1,000 Lbs.
0,000,000 H.P. Hrs. @ $.000 per H.P. Hr.
Repairs to Equipment
Supplies (as per list)
Miscellaneous Charges
Felts and Jackets
Wires
Dandy Expense

$00,000
00,000

$000
000
00

Indirect Labor
Total Annual Burden

00,000
0,000
000

0,000
000
$00,000 (x)

Maximum Running Time per week
144 Hours x 52 Weeks =
Deduct for repairs, cleaning, holidays, etc.
Normal Running Time
Total Annual Burden
Normal Running Time

$0,000
$00,000

X

y

144 Hours
7,488 hours per year
000
0,000 (y) "

$0.00 per Machine Hour

* In some mills the mechanical arrangement of beaters is such that there can be, on an order, more or less beater hours than paper
machine hours. In such cases it may be advisable to have separate burdens and separate rates for beaters and machines.
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Some paper mill men may assert without sufficient deliberation that they are
distributing burden as outlined in this
article, but every claim to that effect
which the writer or his associates have
investigated has proven unwarranted.
We have never found all the elements of
burden as above described included in
any cost system, fully co-ordinated with
the general accounting.
In some cases, more nearly complete
than most others, the mistake has been
made of applying all the recognizable
burden of the entire mill on the paper
machines alone, thus placing no burden
on the other departments, for example,
the manufacture of half stuff, or sizing,
or the finishing operations.
Unless burden is calculated and applied on primary manufacturing processes, such as half stuff and sizing, the
manufacturer cannot compare the economy of his methods with possible purchases of similar materials. Furthermore, unless burden is thus calculated
a paper manufacturer using rag stock
cannot compare the cost of furnishes
from that stock made in his own plant
with pulp purchased outright.
It should be carefully noted that the
burden on a paper machine, as outlined
above, is made up solely of charges that
fall directly and unequivocally on the
machine. Burden for other departments should be set up in a similar way,
and the whole proved with the general
books. This is an undertaking worthy
of the skill and training of the most experienced engineers and accountants.
[10]
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Unearned Burden
Lost working time is sometimes due
to conditions over which the manufacturing department has no control, such
for example, as general trade depression,
or conditions in the selling department.
A portion of the burden under these
conditions will remain unabsorbed, as
part of the equipment has been idle.
The cost of paper made during this time
has not been any greater because some
machine has been shut down, due to
causes over which the management
probably has no control, and which is
most certainly not chargeable against
the manufacturing department. The
unit cost cannot rightfully be increased.
A two machine mill, for example, owing to lack of orders has had one machine shut down for a month. Number
Two machine cannot absorb the burden
of the idle Number One machine, or the
cost thus wrongly calculated would rise
out of all relation to the facts, and of
course, out of all proportion to the selling price. Neither can this unabsorbed
burden justly be charged against the
cost of other months, if any basis of
comparison of similar runs is to be
maintained.
The fixed charges during such periods
of idleness must admittedly be paid and
disposed of in some manner in the accounts. The method of handling this
charge will depend upon varying conditions, but the first step for the efficient
management in deciding this problem is
to have a true and accurate measure of
[11]
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the loss due to slack production under
abnormal conditions.
The calculation of this loss is a simple
matter, once an accurate rate has been
established. Each department or machine is charged periodically with its
proportion of the fixed charges and the
actual operating expenses as they are
incurred. It receives credit, at the determined rate, for the time it has been
in operation, the deficit showing the unearned burden for the period.
Departmental costs are greatly influenced by the question of unearned burden. If the burden that is earned when
machines are operated and the unearned
burden are accumulated separately for
each department, you have a measure of
operating conditions, department by department, that is not available in any
other way. The total of unearned
burden measures the effect of curtailment on the business as a whole, and
calls the attention of the management
to the loss which they may find is primarily due to the selling organization,
the planning department, or some one or
more operating departments.
The unearned burden in any one department usually represents conditions
beyond the control of that department,
and accordingly, with unearned burden
eliminated, the unit cost of lots of paper,
and the operations in the department,
may be fairly compared from one period
to another and made the basis for a fair
and satisfactory measure of the operating efficiency of the department. When
a department is measured in this way,
[12]
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there is no guess work on account of
which the foreman can dodge responsibility that is really his. Analysis of the
causes affecting the operating costs will
show that certain expenses are under the
direct control of the foremen. If they
are made responsible, and perhaps given
a bonus for cutting down these expenses,
a substantial saving can often be made.
In paper mills where cost systems
have been installed using this principle
of earned burden, and a balance of unearned burden representing the cost of
lost time, the owners and executives
have found such a division of cost of
immense benefit in fixing manufacturing and selling policies. If this principle of figuring unearned burden as a direct loss is not used, no such reliable information can be produced, and the executives must resort to guess work.
The experience of a practical man will
often enable him to guess very closely,
but we have found that the most successful of the severely practical men are
the ones who make the greatest use of
the cost figures thus obtained, and that
the actual results of the use of these
figures are decreased costs and increased
profits.
Effect on Sales Policy
The difference between the normal
burden and that absorbed by the paper
manufactured during any period of time
is an accurate measure in dollars and
cents of the loss due to unused capacity.
In times of depression, if all the burden
is absorbed in the cost of the paper pro[13]
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duced, and the unit cost accordingly increased, business which is really profitable may be lost because the apparent
cost is so much higher than it would be
with only a normal burden used in the
calculations.
Manner of Handling Unearned Burden
Once the amount of unearned burden
has been definitely determined we must
decide how to dispose of it. This is a
matter of policy which different executives have handled in different ways.
Some consider it a clear loss and a direct
charge to the profit and loss account.
Others accumulate a reserve in busy
times to which the unearned burden
may be charged during times of depression. All burden that is overearned in
rush seasons will be credited to this reserve and, if necessary when figuring
normal costs, an allowance will be made
to go to the credit of this reserve. Distribution of earnings to stockholders is
stabilized by accumulating in this way
a surplus from part of the earnings of
good years in order that dividends may
be paid during poor years when earnings
fall off.
When fixing the normal selling price
of paper it is necessary to take unearned
burden into consideration. The selling
prices, considered over a period of years,
must be enough above manufacturing
costs, not only to cover selling expenses,
but also average losses due to unused
capacity.

[14]
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Conclusion
The theory of cost accounting is simple enough. Total cost of any product
is made up of labor, material, and burden. But in the practice of cost accounting—in the application of sound
theory—there is the widest possible opportunity to make effective use of the
skill and experience of trained accountants and engineers.
In no detail is this more important
than in the method and devices for accounting for burden. This is chiefly for
the reason that it is less easy to accumulate and apply than either labor or material, which are obvious and direct.
The cost of these elements in a product
cannot escape the understanding of any
manufacturer. He buys them and consumes them from day to day. But
some items of burden, like taxes and insurance, make demands on the bank account only once a year, and interest on
investment—an indispensable element in
sound cost accounting—may be entirely
left out of the reckoning.
Only experience with a fully developed
cost and accounting practice will convince a manufacturer of the importance
of getting all of these elements of cost
into his reckoning—and into his bookkeeping.
System Operated Simply
and Inexpensively
A system that is fundamentally right
in these respects, may yet be simple and
inexpensive in operation. We know
[15]
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how to get these results and we have
helped many clients, including some of
the best known paper mills in the country, to get a better control of their business than they ever had before.
A manufacturer who has the essential
information at his command will be sure
of the facts on which his manufacturing
and selling policies are based, while his
competitors are left to guesses, however
shrewdly they may be made. No man
can reasonably expect to make a continued success in modern business unless he "knows, and knows he knows."
An earlier pamphlet entitled "The Essentials of
Paper Mill Cost Accounting" is also available for
executives.
Any of the following pamphlets of general interest will be furnished upon request:
The Relation of the Cost D e p a r t m e n t
t o the F a c t o r y Organization.
Scientific M a n a g e m e n t
D a y Use.

for

Every

The Scope of Industrial Engineering.
The Importance of Sound Accounting in Credit Relations.
The Influence of t h e Federal Reserve
System on Borrowers' Statements.
We have also published for distribution a number of other pamphlets on cost accounting which
are of special interest to particular industries, including machine shops, textile mills, box makers,
candy manufacturers and other lines.
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